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Canadians in the next round  

Repentigny, August 30, 2017 – The Canadian in the single’s match ,the female duo 
aswell as the male duo in double matches make it to the next round. 

On the boy’s side   

This morning , an important match took place between the two male seeded 
players ,Thiago SEYBOTH WILD (BRA) [6] and  Alexey ZAKHAROV (RUS) [10]. The Russ-
ian was able to win in three sets of 6-4, 2-6, 6-4. On the central court , MILADINOVIC 
(SRB) [3] and one of the only seeded players left in the competition , was able to beat 
the Japanese HORIE [16]. It’s after a very difficult match that the Serbian was able to 
pick himself back up with his first serve of balls who skimmed the 180km/hour. 
 MILADINOVIC (SRB) [3] finished the match by breaking the serve of the Japanese and 
by winning with the marks of 0-6, 6-4, 7-5. 

On the girl’s side 
 While VAGRAMOV (CAN)  got defeated  against the third seeded player DANILOVIC 
(SRB) 5-7, 1-6,  the other Canadian on the list is staying outstanding on the court.  The 
one to have won against BRANSTINE (CAN) [2] yesterday, Dalayna HEWITT (USA), sees 
herself eliminated at her turn by the young Layne SLEETH du Canada. SLEETH takes a 
positive turn of day with the marks  6-2, 6-3. She will therefore compete against     
Mihika YADAV (IND),  the eleventh seeded player of the tournament. 
  
Double matches  

The Canadians BOULAIS and VAGRAMOV go the the next round without having to dis-
pute their match. They’re opposants  HEWITT (USA) and MANDLIK (USA)  declared a 
inclusive match earlier today. The Canadian duo did very well on their side of the 
court around the end of the day. The game began with a break of serve from MUAMBA 
(CAN) and  HUANG (CAN)  which allowed them to win the first set 6-3.  WILD (BRA) and 
MCHUGH (GBR) also had a break of serve from their opponents which helped them in 
their second set , 6-4. Finally  MUAMBA (CAN) et HUANG (CAN) won by  super tie-break 
with the marks 10-8. 



Matchs not to be missed  

The fourth and eighth seeded players on the girl’s side SEWING (USA) and CARLE (ARG)  
will be competing in the quarter finals while AJDUKOVIC,  who eliminated GELLER 
(ARG) [1], will try to do the same against STYLER (CZE)  who is the eleventh seeded 
player for the tournament. Also,  the female duo BOULAIS (CAN) / VAGRAMOV (CAN) 
will battle against DANILOVIC (SRB) [3) / KOSTYUK (UKR) [1] while MUAMBA (CAN) and 
HUANG (CAN)  will face both Japanese HORIE [16] et SHIMIZU [2].  

The featured tournament matches will be presented in the evenings.  

The National Bank Canadian junior open Championships is one the best tourna-
ments of international caliber opposing the best players from 14 to 18 years-old 
coming from about thirty different countries. The tournament is the only level 1 
international event in Canada as well as being named among the five best in-
ternational tournaments by the International Tennis Federation (ITF). 

The results and schedules are all posted on our website:  
http://www.tennis-junior-repentigny.com/ 
You can also follow us on Facebook:  
www.facebook.com/tennisrepentigny    
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